
Previously, our client worked with
Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)
guided by magnetic track on the floor.
Overtime, these magnetic tracks wear
off which causes the AGV to lose
localisation and resulting in operation
down time. Additional cost was
incurred to conduct on-going
maintenance of the magnetic tracks
infrastructure. Our client was also
looking in the direction of
infrastructure-less solution, exploring
ways in which Autonomous mobile
robot (AMR) can be brought into this
solution. 

As one of the leading health
technology company, our client is
focused on improving people’s health
and enabling better outcomes across
the health continuum. They aim to
leverage on advanced technology and
deep clinical and consumer insights to
deliver integrated solution. 

Automated Material Handling
in Health Technology Company

THE CHALLENGETHE BACKGROUND



Konica Minolta (KM) built a solution that successfully addressed
the client’s challenges and that is through the use of an
Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR), MiR200. MiR200 utilizes a
laser-based technology with built-in sensors and cameras which
allows the AMR to travel autonomously within the premises
without magnetic tracks or additional navigation guidance
infrastructure. It also ensures a smoother flow of transportation
from one place to the other. 

KM has also specially designed a unique latching mechanism,
sLatch (LM200) that allows the AMR to effectively transport
trolleys from the inventory area to each of the production lines.
In comparison to a towing hook mechanism which required
bigger turning radius,  the LM200 latching mechanism allows the
AMR to navigate easily through narrow aisles and support easy
loading and unloading with minimal human intervention. 

Lastly, KM’s solution includes extensive service and
maintenance support to ensure the smooth transition towards
automation as well as to ensure that normal workflow of the
factory is not compromised by AMR breakdowns. 

THE SOLUTION

KEY BENEFITS

Infrastructure-less
Deployment

No longer require
magnetic track to
move the AMRs,

incurring high
maintenance cost

Ease of Navigation
Along Narrow Aisles

Latching mechanism
allow easy navigation
in narrow aisle, and
dynamically latch to

different trolleys,
enabling optimisation

of robot usage.

Improved
operational stability

Robots will not lose
localisation,
improving

performance issue
and freeing

technicians for higher
value tasks

Minimum Change
to Infrastructure

Ease of change in
workflow and

facility look more
organized


